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Designing floating wind turbine (FWT) systems to withstand imposed loads
(especially from random excitations which introduce uncertainties) at minimal
cost requires robust engineering tools that ensure neither overdesign nor
under-design but rather optimal design.
Accounting for these uncertainties as presented in this work, would lead to
more accurate estimation of failure rates that are close to reality hence FWTs
can be designed just strong enough. The maximum von Mises stress in the
tower is the load effect considered in this study.

With ±20% as convergence criterion in the paired comparison, it is concluded that 50-60 s would suffice
as the run-in-time to be excluded from response statistics if proper ICs are set as described in this work.
The influence of the applied loads on the load effect was examined. The tower top thrust force and
hydrodynamic force acting in the direction of wave/wind visibly showed coupling with the load effect
studied. So also did the platform pitching moment.
From a reliability standpoint, this study presents an approach that treats load effects as stochastic
variables and could be used in establishing uncertainty models for robust reliability assessment leading
to calibration of currently used partial safety factors and thus translate to cost reductions.
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Stochastic load effect characterization of floating wind turbine 
support structures

Figure 1. Scheme for fully coupled load effect computation
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EFFECT OF START-UP TRANSIENTS (mainly due to improper ICs)
Hs=6m, Tp=10s
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Time Domain 
Simulations
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Figure 2. 
Repeated 100s 
Wave (Top) and 
wind (Bottom) 
realizations 
making up 7 

windows used as 
inputs

Figure 3. 
Resulting outputs 
in the 7 windows

Using the averages of out-of-plane and in-plane blade-tip
displacements, blade pitch angles, rotor speed, platform surge, heave
and pitch of the 7th window as Initial conditions, a convergence study
is presented where paired comparison between values in each step of
each window is matched with corresponding values of the 7th window

CONVERGENCE STUDY

(a) Zero ICs (b) Proper ICs Figure 4. Convergence 
results (7x100s 

windows) based on IEC 
61400-3 DLC 1.2 

(Wind bins 
U=4m/s:2m/s:24m/s). 
Top to bottom: Surge, 
Pitch and tensions at 

fairleads

Figure 5. 1800s of 
convergence results 
for 4800s simulation 
using 600s windows, 
U=12m/s, Hs=6m/s 

and Tp=10s 

FE MODEL VALIDATION

%Diff.             -0.525%                   -0.558%                    -0.020%                    -1.296%                   -1.415%

1 2 3 4 5
BModes 0.370596 0.375584 1.458392 1.996162 2.49257
Abaqus 0.36865 0.37349 1.4581 1.9703 2.4573
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Figure 6. First side-side (SS) Mode shape                                                        Figure 7. First fore-aft (FA) Mode shape   

Figure 8. Comparison between Modal Analysis in BModes and Abaqus

LOAD EFFECT RESULTS AND CHARACTERIZATION

Figure 11. Time series of wave elevation, hydrodynamic load and
load effect.

Figure 12. Time series of wind speed, load effect and 
tower top loads.

Figure 9. Time series of max. von Mises. Figure 10. Probability density of load effect (lognormal distribution).

In figure 11&12:
Norm.VM stands for normalized 
von Mises stress, Nm.HFz, 
Nm.HFx, Nm.HFy, Nm.HMz, 
Nm.HMx, Nm.HMy, are the 
normalized total integrated 
hydrodynamic forces (HF) and 
hydrodynamic moments (HM) in 
the z, x and y directions at the 
WRP (WAMIT Reference Point of 
the OC3 Hywind Spar Platform). 

Nm.TFz, Nm.TFx, Nm.TFy, 
Nm.TMz, Nm.TMx, Nm.YMy
stand for normalized lumped 
tower top forces (TF) and 
moments (TM) acting in the z, x
and y directions. 

In figure 11&12:
Norm.VM stands for normalized
von Mises stress, Nm.HFz, 
Nm.HFx, Nm.HFy,yy Nm.HMz,
Nm.HMx, Nm.HMy, are the yy
normalized total integrated 
hydrodynamic forces (HF) and
hydrodynamic moments (HM) in 
the z, x and y directions at the
WRP (WAMIT Reference Point of 
the OC3 Hywind Spar Platform).

Nm.TFz, Nm.TFx, Nm.TFy,yy
Nm.TMz, Nm.TMx, Nm.YMy
stand for normalized lumped 
tower top forces (TF) and 
moments (TM) acting in the z, x
and y directions. 

In the modal analysis performed, the 
hydrodynamic 6x6 inertia (added 
mass) and 6x6 restoring (stiffness) 

matrices as well as the 6x6 mooring 
system matrix are neglected.
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CONCLUSIONS
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Table 1. Statistics of load effect
Load effect 

variable Min Mean Max Std.

Von Mises stress 
(MPa) 49.9 128.8 231.9 31.6


